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EE Cruz Receives Gold Recognition In The Heavy Highway/GC Category At The Constructech 2015 Vision Awards
Computer Guidance’s Construction ERP Software Delivers Better Business Outcomes
By Integrating Field and Office Processes
Scottsdale, Arizona – September 1, 2015– Computer Guidance Corporation, a leading developer of ERP software
solutions for the construction industry, today announced that EE Cruz was named the 2015 Vision Gold Award
winner in the Heavy Highway/GC Category by Constructech magazine for leveraging innovative technologies
enabled by Computer Guidance Corporation’s ERP solution.
The Constructech Vision Awards acknowledge companies that have used technology in an innovative way to solve a
problem to improve their competitiveness.
Construction companies are evaluated on a business challenge, how technology was innovatively used, and what the
payoff of the solution is to the company. Companies are eligible for a Gold, Silver, or Bronze in their appropriate
category. Constructech also recognizes the hardware and software suppliers that have enabled the construction
company to achieve its goals.
“Every year the Vision Award winners continue to surprise me, leveraging technology that provides auspicious
benefits to the organization, helping them rise above the rest,” says Peggy Smedley, editorial director, Constructech.
“This is an opportunity for others in the space to learn how technology can provide a competitive advantage.”
EE Cruz earned the Gold Award in the Heavy Highway/GC Category for the implementation of Computer Guidance’s
Construction ERP solution, including its Enterprise Content Management application suite bringing immediate
business benefits to the organization by integrating field and office business processes. EE Cruz automated their
entire A/P invoice, auditing, billing, purchasing and accounts reconciliation processes as well as the management of
employee personnel, vendor, subcontractors, equipment, payroll and HR information. As a result, EE Cruz gained
many quantifiable benefits such as increased productivity, reduced expenses, improved accuracy and efficiency.
“We are pleased to be recognized at the Constructech Vision Awards for our eCMS ERP implementation and
utilization,” stated Lisa August, Accounts Payable Manager/ERP Administrator, EE Cruz. “Our team estimates a 20%
reduction in paperwork, 30% increase in monthly transaction processing of A/P invoices and thousands of dollars
saved in administrative expenses. Since these business process improvements have been completed, we have also
introduced automated auditing, used electronic filing for payroll, human resources, POs, CORs, subcontracts,
insurance and more.”
“We were proud to be on hand to watch EE Cruz receive this prestigious award and recognition as an industry
leader,” said Vicki Satran, Vice President of Marketing, Computer Guidance Corporation. “We are honored to
partner with our customers like EE Cruz as they take on some of the most amazing construction projects around the
world.”
About Computer Guidance Corporation
With over 20% of their client‐base represented on top ENR lists, Computer Guidance Corporation has long delivered
the leading construction‐specific enterprise resource planning solution including financial and project management
applications, #1 business intelligence, mobile technologies and enterprise content management. Scalable, custom
configurable and available both cloud hosted and on‐premise, eCMS serves the needs of thousands throughout
North America and has been named as the ERP solution of choice by the AGC. Computer Guidance Corporation is
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part of JDM Technology Group, a global construction‐specific software conglomerate that serves more than 45,000
users in 40 countries and 6 continents. For more information, visit www.computerguidance.com or call
888.361.4551.

